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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a daylight simulation study to
demonstrate the importance of “time”-based
information in building performance analysis and
discuss how it can be used with building information
model. In the daylight simulations by Radiance, a
chamber with single opening and adjustable blinds was
specified and the sky conditions were field-sampled in
5-minute interval over 2-hour duration by HDRI
photography technique. By analyzing the sky conditions,
the optimal positions of blinds and corresponding
indoor illuminance level at different time, it was found
that hourly weather data are not detailed enough for
daylight control study. Possible alternatives for sky
condition representation are then proposed.

INTRODUCTION
A key difference between building analytic modeling
tools (BEM and SIM) and building physical modeling
tools (BIM) is the role of “time”. For analytic modeling
tools, “time” is the underlying element that enables the
computational processes to predict building’s
performance. For physical modeling tools, however,
“time” has no meaning for what they are designed to
convey (e.g. the assembly of certain building
component). The vision to integrate these two kinds of
tools cannot be fulfilled without the introduction of a
well-specified “time” element. Since the utilization of
daylight has long been identified as a main source for
building energy saving, it is only logical that timedependent characteristics of daylit spaces are used to
study this subject.
This paper presents a daylight simulation study with
field-sampled sky luminance conditions. This study
examines the information contents between BIM and
daylight simulation process, identifies the challenges in

specifying “time” element for building performance
prediction and finally, discusses possible solutions.
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Figure 1 Flow of work
In this study, a virtual chamber with single opening and
blinds at various angles is specified to represent a small
meeting room. Sky’s luminance distributions were
sampled by an HDRI-based sky luminance mapping
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system [Inanici 2009] and translated into 145-patch
Tregenza sky model [Tregenza 1987]. In Radiance
simulations [Ward 1998, 2012], the virtual chamber
with different blind positions was placed in north and
south orientations under different field- sampled sky
conditions. Observations were focused on the frequency
of blind angle changes to achieve optimal indoor
lighting quality as well as the information gap between
BIM and daylight simulation (Figure 1).
It was found that current BIM software generally lack of
the capability to precisely specify material properties
(e.g. RGB reflectance, BSDF glass) for daylight
simulations. While such parameters can be implemented
in future versions of BIM, an even bigger challenge is
BIM’s total absence of time-varied characteristics. For
time-based information, most building performance
simulations draw from hourly weather data [Reinhart
and Herkel 2000]. However, resolution of such weather
data is often insufficient to represent time-varied sky
conditions for blind operation analysis and prediction.
For example, during the test period of 35 minutes in this
study, the position of blinds in south-opening and northopening chambers both changed multiple times to
maintain suitable indoor illuminance.
Strong connections among window opening orientation,
blind operations and sky illuminance were also
observed. For practical reason, long-term minute-byminute image-based records of sky conditions are
unlikely to become reality. Alternatively, this study
found it possible to consider minute-by-minute direct
and indirect solar illuminance records as an indicator of
the operating characteristics of window blinds.

SKY SAMPLING AND SIMULATIONS
This study combined Radiance daylight simulations of a
virtual chamber with field-sampled sky luminance
conditions. The devices and processes applied to
acquire sky luminance and the setting of the simulations
are introduced in the followings:
Acquisitions of sky luminance distribution
An HDRI-based sky luminance mapping system (Figure
2) was developed for this study. It documents the
luminance distribution of entire sky in less than one
minute and is able to operate continuously for hours.
This system differs from existing HDRI-based sky
mapping systems operated for single HDRI capture
[Inanici, 2010] by using a shadow ring instead of lensmounted ND filters. By eliminating the need of ND
filters, it simplifies on-site operation, improves image
quality by narrowing down the range of exposure value
(Table 1), protects the camera sensor from direct

sunlight exposure and results in robust system for
continuous HDRI captures. In an earlier study, the
simulation results between the shadow ring HDRI
method and IBR-based approach showed less than 10%
overall mean bias error (MBE) in three out of four test
cases in complex urban environment [Chiou and Huang,
2014].
f-number
Shutter
speed

Table 1 Exposure bracketing
f/16
0.3
1/6
1/13
1/50
1/100
1/200
1/800
1/1600
1/3200

1/25
1/400

Figure 2 HDRi sky luminance mapping system
The main components of this system include: 1. a
Canon EOS 7D DSLR camera with Sigma 4.5 mm
circular fisheye lens, fixed onto a tripod with a shadow
ring. 2, a Delta OHM LP Phot 03 BL pyranometer fixed
on a tripod with an identical shadow ring. 3, another
Delta OHM LP Phot 03 BL pyranometer fixed on a
tripod without shadow ring and, 4, Campbell CR-200
data logger.
The use of shadow ring with daylight pyranometer is to
simultaneously capture illuminance readings of the sky
with and without the contribution of direct sunlight.
Shadow rings are installed according to the time of year
and the location where sky sampling took place (MidFebruary in Taipei) [De Oliveira et al. 2001].
The luminances of 145 Tregenza sky patches for
Radiance simulation were extracted in two steps. First,
the sequence of sky dome photos w/ shadow ring was
merged in Photosphere [Ward 2012] and brought to
HDRScope [Kumaragurubaran and Inanici 2013]. After
equidistance-to- hemispherical projection mapping of
sky HDR image and global illuminance calibration from
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pyranometer w/ shadow ring, the luminances of the
Tregenza sky patches not blocked by the shadow ring
were first extracted. In second step, images of the sky
acquired by HDRI photography were processed in
Adobe Photoshop with Content-Aware Fill function to
fill in the part of image blocked by shadow ring before
merged in Photosphere. Then in HDRScope, after HDR
image projection mapping, different global illuminace
calibration values were tested so that the luminances
readings of originally unblocked Tregenza sky patches
match those from first step. Once the global illuminace
is identified, luminances of previously blocked sky
patches can be extracted to complete the Tregenza sky
model (Figure 3).

Simulation design
A virtual chamber with interior space of 120 cm x 120
cm x 80 cm (w, d, h) with single window casing of 44
cm 17 cm x 62 cm (w,d,h) was specified for Radiance
Daylight simulations (Figure 4). To simply the
simulations, this window casing was fitted with venation
blinds but without glass panes. The simulations were
organized in following manner:
First, the properties of the interior surfaces (Table 2) are
specified from the measurements of diffusive, grayish
color papers applied to the corresponding physical
model by portable spectrophotometer (Konica CM
2600D). The dimensions of the chamber, one-third of
the scale of a typical small meeting room in Taiwan,
were to match the corresponding physical model for
other field studies.
Table 2 Test chamber surface material properties
RGB Reflectance
MATERIAL
R
G
B
Ceiling
0.890
0.839
0.835
Upper walls
0.917
0.848
0.819
Lower walls
0.474
0.380
0.348
Window frame
0.890
0.839
0.835
Blinds
0.75
0.75
0.75
Floor
0.890
0.839
0.835
Second, from the HDR sky images sampled in the
afternoon of February 20, 2014, eight of them, from
15:15 to 15:50 in five minute interval, were translated
into Tregenza sky models in Radiance. It is to represent
the condition of time-varied sky luminance distribution.
In total, 192 simulation runs were conducted. It came
from the combination of six positions of window blinds
(no-blinds, tilt angle of 0d, 15d, 30d, 45d, 60d), two
orientations of the virtual chamber (opening facing
south or facing north), eight Tregenza sky models, and
two types of HDR image outputs (luminance and
illuminance). For the output image, the view point was
set at the middle of the chamber looking at the windowside wall at the eye height of a sitting person (40 cm in
model or 120 cm in scale). Circular fisheye view was
chosen for HDRScope analysis and the ease of visual
observation.

Figure 3 Skydome image processing
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Daylight factor
Daylight factor (DF) is widely used for daylight
availability evaluation. For example, LEED [USGBC
2014] stats that “In order to be awarded the IEQ 8.1
credit a building has to achieve a minimum daylight
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factor of 2% in 75% of all spaces occupied for critical
visual tasks.” Daylight factor calculation is without the
input of time and, thus, can be derived from BIM model.
Daylight factor false color map of the virtual chamber
with blinds at 60d (Figure 5) shows that most area of
the wall as well as center area of ground plane has DF
between 2% and 7%, which is considered suitable for
critical visual task. In later analysis, the reliability of DF
is examined by optimal blind positions that actually
provide suitable daylight.

Figure 5 Daylight factor distribution in the chamber
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Figure 6 Sky illuminance over time
Sky condition
Minute-by-minute sky illuminance was recorded from
14:33 to 16:30 in February 20, 2014. In Figure 6, blue
line is the unadjusted illuminance reading from indirect
sunlight, red line is total sky illuminance. It shows that
sky illuminance was relatively stable until 15:20, than
both that from direct and indirect sunlight started to
fluctuate. Eight HDR snapshots of sky (from 15:15 to

15:50 in 5-minute interval) were translated into
Tregenza sky models for Radiance simulations. During
this time frame, peak illuminance levels from direct and
indirect sunlight were roughly the same. For indirect
sunlight, difference in illuminance between two
adjacent time points can reach near 30% whereas for
direct sunlight, the difference can be five to eight times.
Blinds operation
To compare the effect of time on window blinds’
operation, illuminance maps of the chamber’s interior
from Radiance simulations were organized. The
congregated graph provides a simultaneous view of
simulation combinations between six blind positions
and eight time points. The optimal blinds position at
each time point was then identified and the number of
blind position changes was calculated. Criteria of the
optimal blind position were to achieve maximum area
of vertical surface with illuminance near 750 lux
(IESNA Category E, Scenario: drawing detail review on
white board).
The false color graph of north-opening chamber (Figure
7, at the bottom of this paper) shows that from 15:15 to
15:30, the optimal blinds position was at 30d. Average
wall illuminance ranged between 724 to 824 lux. At
15:35, optimal blind position changed from 30d to 15d
and stayed the same till 15:45. Average wall
illuminance was between 614 and 738 lux. At 15:50,
optimal blind position changed to 0d. Average wall
illuminance was 612 lux. In the duration of 35 minutes,
the blinds’ position changed two times. And the average
wall illuminance fluctuated between 612 and 824 lux.
On the south-opening chamber (Figure 8, at the bottom
of this paper), optimal blind position started at 60d at
15:15 and maintained the same position at 15:20.
Average wall illuminance was 722 and 749 lux
respectively. At 15:25, optimal blind position changed
to 45d and then changed back to 60d at 15:30. Average
wall illuminance at both time points was around 675 lux.
Afterward, optimal blind position changed to 30d at
15:35 and stayed in that position at 15:40. Meanwhile,
average wall illuminance level changed from 813 to 882
lux. Optimal blind position changed to 45d at 15:45
with average wall illuminance at 835 lux. Finally at
15:50, optimal blind position changes to 15d, average
wall illuminance stayed around 760 lux. In the duration
of 35 minutes, blind position changed five times and
maintained average wall illuminance between 675 and
880 lux.
A highly correlated pattern between outdoor
illuminance and the change of blind position (Table 3)
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was observed upon further inspection. It echoes the
findings of previous sub-hour daylight simulation study
from IDMP data [Walkenhorst et al, 2002] that shortterm daylight dynamics has great influence on the
energy demand of automated daylight control strategy.
For the north-opening chamber, there were two changes
of blinds’ position from 15:15 to 15:50. They were
responding to 9 Klux (33%) drop of indirect sunlight
illuminance measured with shadow ring at 15:35 and 5
Klux (25%) drop of indirect sunlight illuminance
measured with shadow ring at 15:50.
For the south-opening chamber, there were five changes
of blinds’ position from 15:15 to 15:50. They were
responding to 22 Klux (38%) drop of total sunlight
illuminance at 15:30, 20 Klux (57%) increase of total
sunlight illuminance at 15:30, 23 Klux (61%) drop of
total sunlight illuminance at 15:35, 15 Klux (62%)
increase of total sunlight illuminance at 15:45, and 13
Klux (55%) drop of total sunlight illuminance at 15:50.
Table 3 Sky illuminace vs. optimal blind position
Time
15:15 15:20 15:25 15:30 15:35 15:40 15:45 15:50
Sky Illuminance
w/ Shadow Ring
24.2
24.2
25.3
26.2
17.4
20.5
18.1
13.5
[KLux]
Sky Illuminance
w/o Shadow Ring 57.8
56.1
34.7
54.7
21.5
24.0
38.9
17.5
[KLux]
Time

North-Facing Chamber
15:15 15:20
No Blind 1671 2494
0 degree
963 1464
15 degree
864 1159
30 degree 731
874
45 degree
549
631
60 degree
351
402

Optimal Position
Lux Average
Lux Standard Dev
Time

30d
731
267

30d
874
304

South-Facing Chamber
15:15 15:20
No Blind 5725 6210
0 degree 2399 2812
15 degree 1845 2110
30 degree 1455 1596
45 degree 1092 1156
60 degree 722
749

Optimal Position
Lux Average
Lux Standard Dev

30d
722
307

30d
749
308

Average Wall
15:25 15:30
2031 1751
1173 1023
940
900
724
749
521
558
330
356
30d
724
225

30d
749
263

Average Wall
15:25 15:30
3366 5382
1902 2443
1415 1872
1010 1440
675
1048
413
680
30d
675
218

30d
680
277

Illuminance [Lux]
15:35 15:40 15:45 15:50
1241 1405 1416
990
1016
867
865
612
615
692
738
488
468
523
596
371
330
368
432
260
206
229
272
162
15d
615
155

15d
692
170

15d
738
201

0d
612
134

Illuminance [Lux]
15:35 15:40 15:45 15:50
2826 2931 4584 1743
1691 1808 1606 1041
1207 1303 1606
759
813
882
1183
525
520
563
835
345
311
336
534
210
15d
813
236

15d
882
264

15d
835
295

0d
759
242

Although sharing identical design, south-facing and
north-facing blinds acted quite differently. The tilt
angles of north-facing blinds were limited to 0d to 30d
whereas that of south-facing blinds had much wider
ranges from 15d to 60d. South-opening chamber has
higher average wall luminance overtime. However,
north-opening chamber demonstrates tighter wall
illuminance distribution at given time point.

Sky luminance map for building operation study
Although daylight factor distribution of the virtual
chamber is fixed, in the 35-minute test period, blind
positions had to change two times in north-opening
window and five times in the south-opening window to
maintain proper wall illuminance level. In average,
window blinds changed positions in less than 10
minutes. And without blinds’ adjustment, interior wall
surface would not always be suitable for critical visual
tasks. From the perspective of building operation, the
information regarding the in-use frequency of daylight
control devices is quite important. It will enable the
estimate of the trade-offs between energy saving from
artificial lighting and energy consumption of
daylighting blinds. For daylighting performance
analysis, sky condition with proper spatial and temporal
resolution is a critical piece of information a BIM
model cannot provide.
Another lesson learned in this study is the advance in
computation power and software tool may have made
daylighting performance prediction or even simulationbased real-time daylighting control feasible with data of
fine spatial and temporal resolution - providing such
data are available.
Radiance daylight simulation with Tregenza sky model
is actually a two-step process.
In the first step, each of the 145 patches of Tregenza
sky acts as an individual light source of unit luminance.
The scene of each sky patch with different blind
positions are simulated and stored independently. Then
in the second step, the actual sky per-patch luminance is
input to weight the contribution of each sky patch. The
145 individual scene from previous simulations are
aggregated by the weighting and results in final indoor
daylight scenes. Afterward, the luminous quality of
these final scenes can be analyzed by software tools
such as HDRScope and the optimal blinds position can
be identified.
While the first step is extremely time consuming
(overnight simulation for each blind position in this
study), it is only the second step requiring time-based
information (five minutes process in this study). In other
words, using sky luminance data of fine resolution can
result in huge gain in daylight performance prediction
with little cost of computation resources.
Furthermore, if the second step is expanded to run
extensive scenario studies and a solution space (sky
luminance distribution vs. optimal adjustment of
daylight control device) is created with good
representativity. It would only take seconds to call out
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the optimal solution from database with real-time sky
luminance distribution inputs. This process opens the
door for simulated-based real-time daylight control.

CONCLUSION
This study applied a chamber with adjustable blinds to
demonstrate the need of time-based data to link building
analytical tool with building information model. For
ease of communication, criteria for a good luminous
environment were simplified to the average wall
illuminance. It should be noted, however, the spatial
distribution as well as the quality of light play an
equally important role in reality. For example, glare,
caused by excessive overall luminance or high
luminance contrast, presents a major challenge for
daylighting control. Since window blinds in view are all
with high reflecting luminance from the sky, in this
study, the optimal blind position may never arrive if
glare issue were taken into consideration.
Based on this simplified criteria, the correlation
between sky and the operation of window blinds was
observed. And the usefulness of daylight factor and
hourly weather data for daylighting control analysis was
discussed. .
In summary, results from this daylighting study suggest
that 1. Strong correlation exists between direct and
indirect sunlight to the operation of blinds at different
orientations. 2. Data of sky luminance condition with
fine spatial and temporal resolution can serve as the link
between architectural daylight modeling and analytical
tools and building physical modeling tools. 3. Thanks to
the structure of Radiance simulations, the availability of
fine sky luminance data will bring simulation-based
daylighting device operation prediction and simulationbased real-time daylight control closer to reality.
In next phase, simulation study of daylight control with
detailed sky samples will seek to incorporate glare
analysis and test the sensitivity of sky luminance
distribution to different types of daylight controlling
devices.
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Figure 7 Illuminance false color map ( upper threshold : 1000 lux) of the interior of north-facning chamber
“Time” Axis (top to bottom ) : From 15:15 to 15:50 in 5 mimutes interval
“Blind Tilt Angle” Axis ( left to right): No Blinds, Blinds tilt at 0d, 15d, 30d, 45d, 60d
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Figure 8 Illuminance false color map ( upper threshold : 1000 lux) of the interior of south-facning chamber
“Time” Axis (top to bottom ) : From 15:15 to 15:50 in 5 mimutes interval
“Blind Tilt Angle” Axis ( left to right): No Blinds, Blinds tilt at 0d, 15d, 30d, 45d, 60d
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